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Oxidative Stress: A Double Edged Sword
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Abstract: Oxidative stress (OS) in simple words is defined as a state of imbalance
between antioxidant and pro-oxidants defenses. The purpose of this article is to find
out the connection of oxidative stress and free radical species with different aspects of
human health. Owing to its harmful effects on proteins and nucleic acids, oxidative
stress causes chronic diseases such as cardiovascular and neurodegenerative diseases,
diabetes and cancer. It highlights the impacts of antioxidants and pro-oxidants
particularly on fertility and infertility. It also focuses on the adverse effects caused by
the long-term exposure to pro-oxidant factors leading to structural defects of
mitochondrial DNA. As modern life style consists of more reliance on the processed
foods and lack of physical activity, a nutrition deficiency, which is common in the
present lifestyle, is also one of the reasons for oxidative stress to cause inflammation.
However, this review also focuses on how diet affects and triggers inflammation.
Redox mechanism with potential threats to health of mankind is discussed, how mere
stress can provoke biological stress responses leading to development of disease or
metabolic errors. Methods for reduction of oxidative stress are discussed in this
review. It also highlights mitochondria as an aging factor as many ROS, particularly
mitochondria ROS contribute directly to aging in human body. We will be discussing
the recent findings in the oxidative stress field and its negative and positive impacts
on human health.
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INTRODUCTION
In the present era of technology and advancement, where our physical activities are replaced
by machines, organic diet with the processed foods and environment is polluted with the
burning of fuel. Factors like exposure to pollution, eating inorganic diet, and avoiding
exercise give rise to several diseases and health issues
In order to improve our health, it is vital for mankind to fight against these factors. At
present, without any doubt, we are witnessing an upsurge in health related problems like
cardiovascular diseases, hypertension, diabetes, autoimmune disease and different kind of
cancers and maladies. These all diseases are related to the factors mentioned above.
Latest medical surveys and researches have proven that oxidative stress serves as a potential
tool for the control of these chronic maladies [1].
Oxidative Stress:
Oxidative stress is characterized by the imbalance between production and degradation of
reactive oxygen species or reactive nitrogen species. ROS is metabolic byproduct of
biological system [2].The production of ROS in human body, although in a small quantity, is
very crucial as many processes like protein phosphorylation; activation of transcriptional
factors like immunity and so on, depends on it.
ROS are mainly produced by mitochondria as a normal functioning of the body, but the
antioxidant present in the body acts in defense by preventing the excessive formation of ROS
that could otherwise damage the body. Antioxidants form ROS, when body needs them and
these ROS are also destroyed by them, when they create threat to human health.
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The concept of oxidative stress was first used by researchers in medicine in 1985. But
unfortunately not many studies were done after that time. Presently, many researches are
being carried out on the said topic around the globe, making people more aware of benefits
and hazards of these antioxidants and oxidants [4,5]. In a nutshell, the oxidative stress and
excessive accumulation of ROS radicals cause serious health hazards.
Oxidative Stress and Homeostasis
Each cell of human body has to maintain a condition of homeostasis between the oxidants
and antioxidants species [6]. About 3% of pulmonary oxygen is converted into ROS [1]. Only
excessive formation of ROS and other free radicals are problematic, otherwise, their routine
production are very essential as they help in the formation of ATP and contribute to the other
normal functioning of human body. Its excess cause disturbance in normal phenomenon [7].
These free radicals are potential risk to mankind. ROS is simultaneously produced from
generation of ATPs, although our body needs ATPs to carry out normal physiological
functions. In oxidative stress, mitochondria form more ATPs to subside the effects of
Oxidation from body, but more ATPs mean more ROS are formed. These ROS will circulate
in cell, causing activation of reactive nitrogen compounds. Presence of nitrogen reactive
compounds combining ROS cause self-damage of tissue by implementing genes in DNA and
mitochondrial enzymes. Over production ROS will work as stimuli for Mitochondrial
Toxicity.
Physiological role of Stress:
Oxidative stress has a dual role. Physiologically it tells how our body response toward
oxidation and evolutionary it show how mutation in genes occurred from persistent tissue
damage caused by oxidative stress. How evolution of body at DNA level is carried out by
ROS, which is a vital companion of all normal processes. [11]
Our body need free radicals and reactive metabolites to carried out physiological functions,
so it would not be beneficial to completely suppress free radical production [12].
Despite harmful effects of free radical, it has some beneficial role as well. Free radical work
as a microbicidal system, its unbeatable role as a phagocyte is highly needed in wear and tear
system of body. At present studies are carried out in aspect of their transduction role in signal
regulation in intercellular information [14].
Today we are undergoing a situation where chronic health ailment like cardiovascular
diseases and many others are becoming common affecting the morality rate worldwide
[14].Central nervous system become a easy victim of free radical damage because it has
small antioxidant capacity to resist the damage [19].
Oxidative stress and altered immune functions:
It is a well-established fact that the immune system and oxidative stress work together.
Without oxidative stress, our immunity is incomplete. The immune system uses oxidants
along with ROS and RNS to kill pathogens. An enzyme, called the nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide phosphate (NADP+), produces ROS when immunity is compromise [20,21]. The
production of ROS in excess quantity creates more oxidation within the body, leading to
overcrowding of Free radicals. Presence of free radicals trigger process of autolysis of white
blood cell, thus compromising body defense, and ending in autoimmune diseases.
The oxidative modification of the proteins altar the antigen profile and increase antigenicity
[22]. There are many examples of auto immune diseases that are caused by oxidative
modification of self-proteins these includes; systemic lupus erythematoses (SLE), diabetes
mellitus and diffuse scleroderma among others [23, 24].Besides, it poses serious threats to
some tissues. One common example is insulin producing beta cells in the islets of Langerhans
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[26]. Psychological stress plays a fundamental role in development of autoimmune
pathogenesis along other stress hormones[27].
Oxidative stress and cancer:
Carcinogenesis is the progressive detritions, initiated by altered biological process of host
system. It can cause permanent damage to the susceptible host, if not treated beforehand. The
initial steps involved in development of cancer, mutation or aging are outcomes of oxidative
damages happening to cell DNA. The oxidized by products, which can leads to altered gene
variation, mutation or can leads to cancer. DNA strands damage is caused by alteration in
purine and pyrimidine bonding, which is initiated by ROS. In regular cellular mechanism
Redox metals and ROS control DNA Repair mechanism by co habiting with enzymes like
catalyse, peroxidases and superoxide dismutase. The leftover of free radicals are carried out
by vitamin E, C and glutathione along with these enzymes. The oxidative stress disables this
apoptosis pathway of Redox, with no ability to repair DNA, and over production of ROS
within body cause development of carcinogenesis [28]. Oxidative stress produced factors like
TNF, proteases, ROS, and kinases, are progenitors of tumor growth and proliferation. These
factors cause cancer to spread in lymphatics by membrane degradation, and invading to
neighbouring tissues by disturbing vasculature of cells [29,31]. In present times, incidence of
thyroid cancer is increasing rapidly, the reason behind is increased free radical generation, as
more and more people are exposed to radiations [32]. Many studies have proven oxidative
stress as the causative agent for development of cancer [41]. Incidence of cancers like
colorectal, breast, pancreatic cancers have thrice more tendency to develop with diabetes type
1 and obesity. This relation implements the role on leptin [42], insulin/ insulin- like growth
factor-1, adiponectin as a coherent to inflammation with cancer and obesity. More ROS
production is also linked with fat accumulation and oxidative stress. Its elevation cause wide
range of transcription factors such as Wnt/β-catenin, NF-κB, and nuclear factor E2-related
factor 2 (Nrf2) to malfunction resulting in activation of many inflammatory pathways.
Obesity and Adipocyte Dysfunction:
Obesity is chronic inflammatory disease, which is modulated by oxidative stress caused
within the body by infiltration of adipose tissue, oversupply of carbohydrate and fats.
Inflammatory cytokines involved in fat metabolism are close associated with plethora of
abdominal obesity. Oxidative stress plays a vital role in inflammation caused by obesity.
Excessive intake of carbohydrates, protein, lipids and nutrients, metabolic disturbances or
monocytes infiltrates including, t-cells, mast cells, and macrophages are modulated by
adipocytes, and cause disturbance of adipose functions [33, 34]. A study by Lim [35] stated
that these nutrients activate protease receptor 2 expression. Study also concluded that
hypertrphic adipocyes yield from HFD cause production of ROS.
Diabetes and OS:
Diabetes type 2 currently represents nearly 90-95% of Diabetes Mellitus cases. It is the most
common, complex and progressively accomplished by many complications if not controlled.
Among many other neuropathy, retinopathy, nephropathy, micro and macro vascular
damages are commonest.
Diabetes mellitus is caused by multifactoral factors, among others oxidative stress is
classified as major risk factors in its development. Oxidative environment modify insulin
insensitivity, either by elevating insulin resistance or by altering glucose tolerance. In both
condition body is exposed to hyperglycemic state, which leads to progression of further
oxidative state development [36]. Complications of Diabetes mellitus are also associated with
OS [37].
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Cardiovascular disease and OS
Cardio vascular system is also implicated by oxidative stress. Its development and functions
are highly influenced by over production of ROS and reduced presence of antioxidants [38].
Imbalance of this equilibrium of antioxidants and ROS is caused by HFD. Oxidative state of
heart leads to development of many complications. OS has potential to cause mitochondrial
dysfunction, more ROS production will produce more fatty acid oxidation and increase
activity of NADPH, disorders like endothelial dysfunctions, less bioavailability of
vasodilators, and endothelial derived contractile factors promotes development of
atherosclerotic disease [39, 40]. Ilkun and Boudinna have described the complex mode of
actions in cardiac pathology. They stated that dysfunction of autophagy, lipid accumulation
cause stiffness and fibrosis of arteries. Further persistent of oxidative state will lead to
damage at mitochondrial level.
Rheumatoid Arthritis and OS
Many studies have been carried out in respect of RA association with LPO, protein oxidation
and oxidative DNA damage, in more than 85% cases with RA, these damages and oxidation
are found to be increased with more severity of ROS presence. As we all know inflammation
is first patho-physiological response of RA mechanism. Macrophages and neutrophils make
immunity by producing ROS like 02– and H2O2which will cause inflammation s first line
defense, but when mitochondrial damage cause over production ROS, it will be free radical
injury to the cell. Mitochondrial ROS produce pro inflammatory cytokines IL-B, Il-6 and
TNF-a. It also participates in inflammation agonist signaling. This signaling pathways will
too leads to production of ROS, because ROS produced by NADPH oxidase enzyme
pathways are regulated by polymorphonuclear neurtrophils, which are pro creators of OS
through inflammation.
Neuro degenerative Disease and OS
Neurodegenerative Diseases like parkinson’s [45], Alzheimer’s [46], multiple sclerosis and
depression are highly interconnected with OS with ageing being the main link between these
two entities. The neural tissue damage is mainly result from mitochondrial dysfunction. OS is
known as a trigger for development of mitochondrial damage and produce neuro toxins end
product which further worsen the neural health of human being. B-amyloid a neuro peptide
toxin which is produced by ROS, play a great role in alzheimer’s disease development and
progression [47].
Respiratory Disease and OS:
Oxidative stress can cause local and systemic inflammation, from conclusion of many
studies, researcher have narrated that lung problems like asthma and chronic obstructive
pulmonary diseases are caused by inflammation from oxidants, these oxidants enhance
inflammation by activating pathways of kinease and transcription factors like NF-kappa B
and AP-1.
Kidney Diseases and OS:
Oxidation stress is pro creator of many kidney diseases, problems like glomerulo- and tubuleinterstitial nephritis, renal failure, proteinuria, uremia, disorders of renal apparatus and many
like them, they all are hugely affected by Oxidative stress because of production of ROS. The
mode of action is same, it trigger inflammatory cytokine production that leads to initial
inflammation to happen. TNF-alpha and IL-1b as a pro inflammatory mediators play
predominant role in initiation of inflammation and, transcription factor NF-κB is used to
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sustain the process of inflammation. In end state reaction, TGF- beta production works on
extracellular matrix synthesis so that when kidney tissue receive stimuli from oxidation, it
starts initial inflammation. This inflammation deepen with persistent formation of excessive
fibrotic tissue results from impair organ functions and ultimate cause renal failure
Sexual Maturation and OS:
Oxidative stress have very potential control on our hormones, especially reproductive
hormones are grossly affected by Stress. One of the Stress hormones, cortisol is increased in
body, if body remains in oxidative phase for so long. Many studies suggested that oxidative
stress can delay sexual maturation. This seems to be true, when Cd is exposed in young forms
more free radicals and further enhances oxidative stress. The oxidative stress when expose in
women can leads to infertility, persistent presence of ROS and OS in body lead to hormonal
imbalance, especially FSH and LH are heighted affected by OS, and these hormones are very
necessary for normal process of reproduction, as FSH is needed for maturation of Oocytes
and LH works on uterine endometrium, imbalance of LH cause thickening of uterine walls,
making it impossible for implantation of egg [50]. Beside these effects in females, oxidative
stress affects quality of sperms.
CONCLUSION:
Oxidative stress and free radicals are very deleterious to mankind health. They play potential
role in development, progression, and onset of many pathologies and diseases, alternating
normal physiological mechanism, going from the simple to the complex level of diseases,
form simple immunity change to pathological involvement of cancer. Recently antioxidants
became attention of many researchers, as this group of compound play great role in
counteracting oxidative stress reactions thus preventing diseases and promoting health of
mankind. From results of many studies, we can conclude that oxidative stress and free
radical are hazardous to human health. Anti oxidants and pro oxidants can be used as a
treatment tool. The oxidative stress can be reduced in 3 ways, firstly by decreasing the
exposure of environmental pollutants, secondly by increasing the antioxidants both
endogenously and exogenously, and lastly by strengthen the mechanism of mitochondrial
oxidative generation production and efficiency. This article also provide evidence of how
antioxidants can delay insulin resistance onset, how it can prevent tissue injury, and delay
cancer proliferation.
FUTURE PROJECTIONS:
Oxidative stress is closely associated with metabolic ailments, fats consumption, high
proteins diets, food with high carbs contents can trigger this stress. This article clearly
identify how oxidative stress is a linkage between mediating pathways of obesity and it’s
related errors. Only loose loop in this field is very little work in done in prevention aspects of
these metabolic errors. Antioxidants play vital role in this regards yet not very consistent
researches and studies has been done in this field to support this action of antioxidants in
prevention and delaying the process of disease or metabolic errors. Although animal studies
have been done worldwide on redox mechanism, no such work is done Pakistan so far, even
on animals.
More work on randomized clinical triads for redox phenomenon at cellular levels should be
done to further evaluate long term effects oxidative stress on human health, molecular
bioenergetics will further propel concept of oxidative stress. Following quote from Hans
Selye best describes concept of Oxidative stress; “we can enormously stretch our life length,
if only we could see and measure Stress”.
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